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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
EuRIC Textiles has been officially launched in
December 2019. Why did you decide to join?
Discarded post-consumer textiles are a significant
waste stream which has not been systematically
addressed by policy makers in the past. This has
changed over the last few years on level of the
member states as well as on EU-level. While our
industry has already been well represented at
local level, I had the feeling that our visibility on
EU-level and mainly towards the commission
could be improved, with the objective to create a
better awareness that there is in fact a functioning
and professional sector for the collection, sorting
and processing of used textiles. This is especially
relevant as the end-of-life management of textiles
and garments is moving into focus and other
stakeholders are actively positioning themselves.
I am convinced that EuRIC Textiles is well
positioned to promote our industry position
towards policy makers on EU-level as well as
towards multi-national stakeholders and I am very
happy to contribute to this representation.
You are the newest Board Member and VicePresident of EuRIC Textiles. What are your main
priorities for the next year?
That goes in line with the reasons TEXAID joined
the EuRIC in the first place. With the mandatory
separate collection of post-consumer textiles
coming up 2025 we need to ensure that policy
makers and other relevant stakeholders gain a

better understanding on how the collection,
sorting and processing of used textiles works and
what is required to increase collection and
recycling volumes. One main aspect will be to
ensure the investment in the necessary
infrastructure. Currently – with the exception of
France – all textile collection and recycling within
Europe is self-financed, meaning that the profits
from selling the material covers the cost for
collecting, sorting and recycling. That economic
model is dependent on the re-use part of the
discarded textiles, only around one third of the
collected goods have a positive contribution
margin whereas the recycling products (as well as
the lower re-use qualities) can only be sold at a
price which doesn’t cover the associated cost.
However, the current model is at risk from two
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sides: One is the fast fashion trend which has
massively increased over the last decade and has
led to lower re-use quality products as well as to
poor recyclability because of material mixes. The
other is the increasing quantities due to the
mandatory separate collection. We expect the
volumes of discarded textiles in the EU to increase
by 75% to 100% over the next years, while the reusable fraction will decrease from around 55% to
40%. This part will not be sufficient to finance the
operations and a high value recycling in future, so
that we will have to find different means of
financing. Our task at EuRIC will be to draw
attention to that fact as well as to ensure, that
emerging Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)

systems within the EU are supporting the existing
industry.
What do you expect from the forthcoming EU
Strategy for Textiles?
From the EU strategy of textiles, I expect that it will
not only focus on the impact of the textile
production but also on the end-of-use phase and
that it will support the implementation of a
circular approach. This should include a design for
recycling as well as ambitious targets for recycled
content in new textile products but also for the
collection, re-use and recycling of discarded postconsumer textiles – and by this also setting the
frame for EPR-systems within the EU.

EURIC ACTIVITIES
EuRIC participation at ISCG / Online / 30 April 2021
Emmanuel Katrakis, Secretary General, and Murat Bayram Director & Head of
European Non-Ferrous at EMR spoke on 30 April at the online conference of
the International Copper Study Group (ICSG) about the vital role of free and fair
trade for the non-ferrous metal recycling industry. Gathering industry leaders
from the copper value chain, this online conference enabled both to put in
perspective the current regulatory developments in Europe and beyond as well
as to hear about the market developments in exceptional times related to the impact of COVID-19 on the
global economy.
ERA WG Meeting / Online / 11 May 2021
The second ERA WG meeting of 2021 took place on 11 May 2021. EuRIC
provided an overview of the latest updates on regulations affecting the
recycling industry and had a very fruitful exchange with EuRIC Members on
key topics, such as the review of the Waste Shipment Regulation and the Endof-life vehicles Directive. Thank you for your participation!

EuRIC participation at GftZ Webinar / Online / 17 May 2021
EuRIC Senior Policy Officer Julia Blees partcipated at the webinar organized by
Gemeinschaft für textile Zukunft (GftZ) on textiles. She gave an overview of the
upcoming EU Strategy for Sustainable Textiles and explained EuRIC Textiles’
priorities in that regard. Thank you GftZ for the invitation!
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Recyclers’ Talks # 3/ Online / 7 June 2021
EuRIC will hold its third Recyclers’ Talks on “Circular Metals and Global
Value Chains” on 7 June 2021 14:00 to 16:00 CEST. Metals play a key
role in Europe’s circular and climate neutrality objectives. Join EuRIC’s
Recyclers’ Talks to learn more! All information and the link to register
for free can be found here.

EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS ACTIVITIES
EUROPEAN COMMISSION

Study / Sustainable-by-design criteria / 21 April 2021
The European Commission has published a mapping study for the development of sustainable-by-design
criteria. The aim of this study is to map existing initiatives and R&I activities related to sustainability that are
relevant for the development of sustainable-by-design criteria for chemicals, materials and products.
Roadmap / CLP / 4 May 2021
The European Commission has opened feedback to the roadmap on the revision of the EU legislation on
hazard classification, labelling and packaging of chemicals. The feedback period is open until 1 June 2021.
Roadmap / REACH / 4 May 2021
The European Commission has opened feedback to the roadmap on the revision of REACH Regulation to
help achieve a toxic-free environment. The feedback period is open until 1 June 2021
Update / EU Industrial Strategy / 5 May 2021
The European Commission has updated its Industrial Strategy and published questions and answers to better
explain the update and what it entails.
Launch / Roundtable on Chemicals Strategy / 5 May 2021
The European Commission has published information on the launch of the high-level roundtable on the
Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability. The members of the high-level roundtable include leaders from
Member States, industry, NGOs, international organisations and scientists, who will support the Commission
in achieving the objectives of the strategy and monitor its implementation.
Draft Act / Sustainable Finance / 7 May 2021
The European Commission has opened feedback to the draft act on the EU Taxonomy laying down
obligations for certain companies to published non-financial information. The feedback period is open until
2 June 2021.
Europe Day / 9 May 2021
The European institutions, including the European Commission, opened their virtual doors on 9 May for
Europe Day. Europe Day held on 9 May every year celebrates peace and unity in Europe. The date marks the
anniversary of the historic 'Schuman declaration'. Further information on Europe Day can be found here.
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JRC Report / Plastic waste recycling / 11 May 2021
The European Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC) has published a report on the environmental effects
of plastic waste recycling to support the EU Plastic Strategy with quantitative figures.
Draft Act / Ship recycling / 11 May 2021
The European Commission has opened feedback to the draft act on the updated list of approved ship
breaking yards. The feedback period is open until 8 June 2021.
Publication / Zero Pollution Action Plan / 12 May 2021
The European Commission has published the Zero Pollution Action Plan which is a key deliverable of the
European Green Deal. The zero-pollution vision for 2050 is for air, water and soil pollution to be reduced to
levels no longer considered harmful to health and natural ecosystems, that respect the boundaries with
which our planet can cope, thereby creating a toxic-free environment.
Public Consultation / EU Strategy for Textiles / 12 May 2021
The European Commission has opened the public consultation on the EU Strategy for Sustainable Textiles.
This initiative aims to help the EU shift to a climate-neutral, circular economy where products are designed
to be more durable, reusable, repairable and recyclable. The public consultation is open until 4 August 2021.
European Green Week / Online / 1-4 June 2021
The European Green Week will take place from 1 to 4 June with the title: “Zero pollution for healthier people
and planet”. Further information as well as the program of the Green Week can be found here.
COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

Speech / Green Finance / 22 April 2021
The Council of the EU has published Council President Charles Michel’s speech on green finance at the
Leaders’ Climate Summit.
Adoption / EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement / 29 April 2021
The Council of the EU has adopted the decision on the conclusion of the EU-UK trade and cooperation
agreement and the security of information agreement. This is the last step for the EU in the ratification of
the agreements.
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Approval / LIFE programme / 3 May 2021
The European Parliament has officially approved the deal with Member States on the LIFE Programme, which
will allow it to invest €5.4 billion in climate and environmental projects over the next seven years.
Draft amendments / EU Strategy for critical raw materials / 4 May 2021
The European Parliament has published amendments to the draft opinion on the European Strategy for
critical raw materials.
Draft opinion / ITRE / Batteries / 11 May 2021
The European Parliament’s ITRE Committee has published its draft opinion on the proposal for a regulation
concerning batteries and waste batteries.
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Exchange / Taxonomy / 14 May 2021
Members of the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety Committee (ENVI) and the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) debated with Commissioner for Financial Services, Financial Stability
and Capital Markets Union Ms. Mairead McGuinness on the delegated act under the so-called Taxonomy
Regulation proposed by the Commission on 21 April.

OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

Publication / CLP Regulation / 20 April 2021
The European Commission has published in the Official Journal of the EU a delegated regulation correcting
certain language versions of Annex II and Annex VI to Regulation on classification, labelling and packaging of
substances and mixtures.
CEN-CENELEC

Webinar / Sustainable Finance / 20 April 2021
CEN (the European Committee on Standardization) and CENELEC (the European Committee on
Electrotechnical Standardization) held an online webinar dedicated to exploring the role standards can play
in scaling up the implementation of sustainable finance for the transition to a climate neutral economy and
a more sustainable world.
Press release / Industrial Strategy / 5 May 2021
CEN-CENELEC has published a press release stating that European standards play a key role in contributing
to a strong, sustainable, resilient, and innovative European economy. CEN and CENELEC warmly welcome
the ambitions of the Industrial Strategy for Europe and are ready to support the European Commission in a
successful relaunch of this strategy for the future of European industry.

EUROPEAN CHEMICALS AGENCY

(ECHA)

Press release / Review UK registrations / 26 April 2021
ECHA has informed that all transfers of registrations following the UK’s withdrawal from the EU have been
completed. More than 8 000 UK-based registrations have been successfully transferred to companies in the
EU, EEA or Northern Ireland. These companies must review and, if needed, update the information in these
registrations.
Investigation Report / Infill material / 10 May 2021
ECHA has published the investigation report into whether substances in infill material cause risks to the
environment and human health that are not adequately controlled – prioritisation and preliminary risk
assessment.
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EURIC IN THE PRESS
Please click on the icon to read the corresponding article.

May 2021

#Reifenrecycling: EuRIC AISBL warnt vor einer ungewissen Zukunft für
527.000 t #Altreifen infolge einiger European Chemicals AgencyEmpfehlungen

04/05/2021

Making textiles circular: What is needed?

06/05/2021

Circular textiles through partnership

18/05/2021

Boosting tyre recycling – Essential to the European Green Deal

24/05/2021

Europe’s strategy for regulating batteries and waste batteries
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